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Abstract. Blockchain faces some major challenges in 4 Optimizing Off-Chain Payment Networks in
scalability and fairness in its protocols. This report inCryptocurrencies
5
cludes an analysis of current protocols and studies fo4.1 Problem Addressed . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
cused on these issues. It aims to build and propose
4.2 Novel Ideas and Takeaways . . . . . . . .
5
new protocols, by utilizing these studies and insights
4.3 Assumptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
from Game Theory, to overcome such challenges faced
4.4 System Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
in blockchain technology. The papers summarized in
4.5 Optimization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
this report include four sections. The first section dis4.5.1 Hub is 2-Approximation . . . . . .
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cusses the game-theoretic analysis of consensus and shard
4.5.2 Maintenance Costs . . . . . . . . .
6
based blockchains. The second part discusses the ap4.5.3 Simulation Results . . . . . . . . .
6
plicability analysis for blockchains considering reward4.6 Limitations and Future Work . . . . . . .
7
structure and off-chain payments. The third part comprises new and existing blockchain consensus protocols 5 Redesigning Bitcoin’s fee market
7
like PeerCensus, EOS, and DFINITY. Lastly, we pro5.1 Problem Addressed . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7
pose our novel blockchain consensus protocol, namely
5.2 Novel Ideas and Takeaways . . . . . . . .
7
ASHWAChain, that provides high scalability and strong5.3 Assumptions and Limitations . . . . . . .
7
consistency.
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7
5.5 RSOP Mechanism . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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consensus-based blockchains with rational players, provide a game-theoretical approach. It provides the analysis
of interactions between Rational and Byzantine members
in Consensus-based blockchains, and to derive conditions
under which the consensus properties in equilibrium are
13 satisfied or not.

Fast,
Scalable
Committee-based

2.2

Related Work

13

Most of the proposals before, assume participants as ei13 ther honest (satisfying the specifications) or Byzantine,
failing to explore the effects of rational participants thorList of Papers Summarized
14 oughly.
[10] is the first to consider rational participants by
References
14 proposing an incentive-compatible BFT protocol, which
introduces incentive mechanisms; however, the work does
not provide a game-theoretic framework for their analysis.
[4] proposes a rational analysis of Bitcoin based on the
rational protocol design framework [11]. The game is at
Introduction
an upper level of abstraction w.r.t this paper, proposing
Blockchain has revolutionized the way we store data. Es- a two-player game between the protocol designer and the
pecially, it offers a decentralized, distributed, append- adversary.
[2] models Bitcoin as a coordination game with only
only, and trustworthy database. It leads to the buildrational
players, whereas, in this paper, Byzantine players
ing of a plethora of interesting applications, called disare
also
a
part of a coordination game along with rational
tributed applications (dApps). However, the big chalplayers.
lenges with most of the existing blockchains are (i) per10 Acknowledgements

1

formance issues in terms of transactions per second (tps)
and (ii) consistency (time to finality). In this report, first,
2.3 System Model
we present the recent research/white papers addressing
these issues 1 and later propose our blockchain approach, The system is modeled as a committee coordination game
ASHWAChain.
consisting of a total of n, only Rational and Byzantine,
participants. It is composed of a finite and ordered set Π,
called committee, of synchronous sequential processes or
Game-theoretic Blockchain Analysis
players, Π = {p1 , ..., pn } where process pi is said to have
index i. The consensus is said to be reached if more than
v players agree on a value.
Consensus-based blockchains should satisfy the following
consensus properties:
Rational vs Byzantine Players in Termination: every non-Byzantine process decides on a
value (a block);
Consensus-based Blockchains
Agreement: if there is a non-Byzantine participant that
Yackolley Amoussou-Guenou, Bruno Biais, Maria Potop- decides a value B, then all the non-Byzantine participants
Butucaru, and Sara Tucci-Piergiovanni in [Read7], pub- decide B;
lished in AAMAS 2020, provides a game-theoretic anal- Validity: a decided value by any non-Byzantine process
ysis considering Rational and Byzantine participants in is valid, it satisfies the predefined predicate.
consensus-based blockchains.

2

2.1

2.3.1

Problem Addressed

Communication

Each process evolves in rounds each with 2 phases: Propose and Vote Phase. Further, each phase is divided into
three sequential steps, in order: send, delivery and compute step. Each phase has a fixed duration, and it is
assumed that the send and compute steps are atomically
executed at the beginning and end of each phase, respectively.

Byzantine consensus-based blockchains have the advantage to guarantee strong consistency and offer an alternative that has the advantage of being economically viable.
To understand the performance and limits of Byzantine
1 Note that, the summaries presented are our understanding of
the papers; if any errors found, we are open to revisiting.

2

R ≥ max[

2.3.2 Protocol
Steps explained for any round t, at any given height h for
any process i:
PROPOSE; Send: If the process i is the proposer of the
current block at height h and round t, it creates a block
and broadcasts it. A rational process, however, considers
if it should create a valid block or not.
PROPOSE; Delivery: The collection of the proposed
block by the process.
PROPOSE; Compute: This process checks the validity of the block and stores its vote accordingly. A rational
process, since there is a cost for checking and voting for
blocks, considers if it should check the validity of the block
or not. It also considers if it should store the vote based
on all the previous validity checks for the rounds at the
current height h.
VOTE; Send: The process broadcasts its vote stored in
the previous phase to the entire network.
VOTE; Delivery: The collection of all the votes broadcasted in the network.
VOTE; Compute: If the number of Votes for a block
satisfies the threshold v, and if a block is yet not decided,
the protocol terminates on this round, and this block is
accepted.

2.4

ψ
ϕ

ccheck
csend

α(t) =

(n−t+1)ϕ(t)−(f −t+1)P r(iB ≥x|T ≥t)ϕ(t+1)
,
(f −t+1)P r(iB <x|T ≥t)

and

P r(iB ≥x|T ≥t)
β(t) = P
r(iB <x|T ≥t) , there exists a PBE in which certain rational players understand themselves as pivotal and both Validity and Termination is satisfied.
Termination is reached no after than round f + 1.

2.5

Assumptions

• The objective of Byzantine processes is to prevent the
protocol from achieving its goal, and to reduce the rational processes utility, no matter the cost. Further,
all Byzantine players are symmetric, i.e., their behavior is perceived identically by all non-Byzantine
processes.
• There is a cost for checking the validity of a block
and sending the vote for a block. Also, all rational
players incur a cost κ if any invalid block is accepted.

Meaning
The number of Byzantine processes
The number of Rational processes
Round where block is accepted
Reward gained by any player if it voted for
the current accepted block
Expected number of times a player expects
to check validity
Expected number of times a player sends
expects to send messages before a block is
accepted
The cost of checking validity
The cost of sending the vote

2.6

Novel Ideas and Takeaways

• Byzantine Consensus-based blockchains could be
modeled as a committee coordination game between
Rational and Byzantine players. This dynamic game
with asymmetric information is analyzed as a Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium for equilibrium.
• If the cost and reward of an invalid and valid block
being accepted respectively are large enough, under
certain conditions, there exists a PBE in which Termination, Agreement and Validity are satisfied. Termination; every non-Byzantine process decides on
a value (a block). Agreement; if there is a nonByzantine participant that decides a value B, then
all the non-Byzantine participants decide B. Validity; a decided value by any non-Byzantine process is
valid, it satisfies the predefined predicate.

Here ψ and ϕ functions satisfy the following property:
f −t+1
g(t) = 1 + n−t+1
g(t + 1), where g is a function.
• In 2 condition settings, A) f ≥ v and n − f ≥ v + 1
and B) f < v and v < n − f − 1, there exists a PBE
in which rational players’ strategy is as follows; 1)
propose a valid block 2) send a vote without checking the validity. In this equilibrium Validity is not
satisfied.

• In different game settings based on the number of Total players (n), Minimum players required for agreement (v), and Byzantine players (f ), there exist equilibria in which Validity and Termination were not
satisfied. In case where A) f >= v and n−f >= v+1
and B) f < v and v < n−f −1, Validity is not satisfied. In case of f < v and n − f >= v, Termination
is not satisfied.

• When f < v and n − f ≥ v, there exists a Nash equilibrium in which rational players never check blocks’
validity nor send messages, so that no block is ever
accepted. Hence, Termination is not satisfied.
• When f < v and n − f > v, if
κ > α(t)ccheck − β(t)csend , ∀t < f

(2)

where (x = n - v + f + 2),

Equilibria

Term
f
n−f
T
R

n
n
csend , csend +
ccheck ],
n−f
n−f

(1)
3

3

2. Participation phase; The processors run a standard Byzantine agreement protocol like PBFT in
each shard j and reach consensus on a set of transactions Bj , to be included in the block B.

A Game-Theoretic Analysis of ShardBased Permissionless Blockchains

Processor Costs; The total computational cost for a
processor Pi is cti = cm + coi , the sum of a mandatory
cost (of PoW based on difficulty) to join the commitMohammad Hossein Manshaei, Murtuza Jadliwala, tee and the optional cost of participation respectively.
Anindya Maiti, and Mahdi Fooladgar in [Read4], pub- Here co = cf + |xj |cv , the sum of a fixed cost (of intrai
i
lised in IEEE Access 6 (2018) , addresses the research committee
consensus) in the participation phase and total
gap of understanding the strategic behavior of rational cost of verification of transactions, where xj is vector of
processors in shard-based consensus protocols for public transactions received by P , and cv is cost ofi verification
i
permissionless blockchains. This analysis is critical for of a transaction.
designing appropriate incentives that will foster cooperation within committees and prevent free-riding.
3.4.1 Game Model

3.1

Problem Addressed

3.2

Novel Ideas and Takeaways

The game is (P, S, U ), set of players, strategies (cooperate C or deviate D), and payoffs. The total transaction
reward in each shard is bj = r|y j |, where y j is a set of
accepted transactions by shard j, and r is some function
of the average transaction fee included in and the number of committee members that processed the transaction.
∑k
The total reward to be distributed is T R = BR + j bj ,
Block-Reward + transaction fees for all k shards.

• Addressing the conditions for having a new class of
equilibrium, where a subset of processors is forced to
cooperate.
• A fair and incentive-compatible reward sharing protocol in shard-based blockchains with only honest but rational players. It introduces a shardcoordinator which imposes derived conditions for cooperative participation. The protocol denies all rewards to any fake cooperating processor, which is a
novel punishment approach.

Equal Sharing Reward for each player in the network
bi = T R/N , and utility for Pi is, uji (C) = bi − cti and
uji (D) = bi − cm . This game reduces to a Public Goods
Game (PGG) and the only Nash Equilibrium profile of
3.3 Assumptions
(C L , DN −L ) is if lj = τ , where C L and DN −L are set
and defective processors respectively and
• Processors do not collude or coordinate to jointly of cooperative
∑k
L
=
l
.
j j
maximize their combined utility and all processors
are similar to each other in terms of computational
capabilities.
Fair Sharing The rewards are shared equally only
among all processors in C L , and utility of Pi is,
• lj ≥ τ , i.e. number of cooperating processors in shard
r|y j |
j v
j
BR
m
f
D
m
j is more than the required threshold for consensus ui (C) = klj + lj − (c + c + |xi |c ), and ui = −c .

3.4

and each shard j will submit a non-empty y j (vector of transactions submitted by shard j) set to the
Theorem 3.1. (C L , DN −L ) is a Nash Equilibrium profile
blockchain.
if 3 conditions are satisfied:
1) ∀j, lj ≥ τ .

System Model

2) If xji = y j , then |xji | > θc1 =

The system is based on a classical shard-based consensus protocol, Elastico [12], with only honest but rational
players. Time is divided into fixed-sized epochs. The
network accepts transactions in blocks, and at the end
of each epoch, the network accepts and commits a new
block of transactions.
The protocol proceeds in 2 main phases in each epoch:

3) if xji ̸= y j , then |xji < θc2 =

3.5

cf − BR
kl

r/lj −cv .
j

r|y j |
BR
klj + l −cf
j
cv

.

Protocol

It is an incentive-compatible reward sharing protocol that
uses the results derived in fair-reward sharing. The proto1. Organisation Phase; Each of the total N proces- col uses 2 novel ideas: a) it first announces to processors
sors generates a publicly verifiable identity by solving whether the cooperation would be in their interests, b) a
a Proof-of-Work puzzle to participate in the network punishment approach that denies all reward to any proand form a fully connected overlay for each commit- cessor that was supposed to cooperate but deviated. The
tee.
coordinator in this could be a centralized trusted third
4

party as well, as it does not receive any sensitive information.
It proceeds in 4 steps:

chain payment networks built on cryptocurrencies. Offchain transaction channels represent one of the leading
techniques to scale the transaction throughput in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin.

1. Initialisation; Processors solve PoW puzzle to gain
an identity and form committees.

4.1

2. Node Selection; Pi sends a predetermined hash of
set of received transactions, H(xji ) to the shard coordinator. It determines the maximum processors with
common transactions and if that is more than τ ∀j,
then it calculates θc1 and θc2 according to theorem and
announce the set of processors that has the incentive
l
and will gain rewards for each shard, Cjj , and if not,
then protocol fails for that epoch.

Problem Addressed

Exploration of network topology and construction of efficient off-chain transaction channels with optimal maintenance costs for these networks is worth considering
to overcome the issues such as scalability and real-time
micro-payments with low transaction fees.

4.2

l
Cjj

Novel Ideas and Takeaways

3. Participation; If Pi ∈
and the theorem is satisfied, then it participates as the system model and
reaches a consensus on a set of transactions y j , and
if not, then the node defects.

• A closed model for symmetric off-chain channels, and
efficient algorithms for constructing minimal cost
spanning-tree networks.

4. Reward and Punishment; Verify whether the
Pi ∈ C L cooperated or not and distribute the rewards according to fair-sharing.

• A simple hub topology provides a 2-approximation to
the minimal maintenance cost showing that spanning
trees, in general, are efficient.

4.3

3.5.1 Numerical Analysis
The simulation results were showed that in an equal reward sharing system, all the processors were defective for
all parameter changes. The incentive-compatible protocol
similar in fashion to the fair reward sharing but a little
bit better for each of the different parameters like N , BR
and |y j | in every aspect.

3.6

Assumptions

• Channels are reset whenever liquidity has fully
shifted to either side of the channel.
• Transaction amounts are all identical (for convenience, all transfers are for 1 unit of money), and
that transaction rates are symmetric, i.e. symmetricdemand and payment networks.

Limitations
4.4

Two major limitations can get addressed in future works:

Creation/Reset of a transaction channel requires a write
on the blockchain. The state of a payment channel e between 2 participants A and B is a pair (ωA , ωB ), allocation
of funds by both players (must be non-negative) to create
and maintain the channel. ωe = ω1 + ω2 is the liquidity
of the channel. A transaction of x from A is feasible if
and only if 0 ≤ x < ωA .
The Cost of locking liquidity ω in the channel is α · ω,
where α reflects interest rate in economy. The cost to
write a record on the blockchain is ϕ. The total cost of
maintaining the channel (per unit time) is α · ω + ϕ · RP S,
where RP S is the rate of blockchain records per second.
Payment Network is defined as a graph G = (V, E),
set of transactors and payment channels respectively, and
liquidity allocation ω : E → R+ , where ω(e) is liquidity
of channel e. Total sum of all liquidity is denoted by W .
A transaction of x coins via path (e1 , ..., en ), changes the
state of every channel ei in the path as (ωi1 − x, ωi2 + x)
and all transactions must be feasible.
A Routing Policy π is a function such that π(i, j) is
a legal path in G between i and j with no cycles. This
policy is in reference to a state-independent symmetric

• Inter-Shard Communication; The processors
could lose all their utility and incur a loss if any
one of the shards fails, so lack of intra-shard communication is necessary to ensure the system works
correctly.
• Byzantine Participants; The consideration of the
malicious behavior of players is very important. It is
required to model the game for real-world scenarios,
which have not been addressed here.

Blockchainś Applicability Analysis

4
Optimizing Off-Chain Payment
works in Cryptocurrencies

System Model

Net-

Yotam Sali and Aviv Zohar in [Read6], published as
ArXiv preprint, focuses on optimizing and analyzing off5

∑

routing protocol (current way payment networks are implemented in Bitcoin).
(λi,j ) denote the Demand Matrix for transactions.
A participant vi transfers to vj an amount from a Poisson distribution λi,j . Considered symmetric-demand networks, λi,j = λj,i , since such payments often cancel out
and represent an optimistic case for transaction channels’
lifetimes.
The blockchain cost per second for channel e is ϕ·RP Se ,
k
where RP Se = limk→∞ E[ T1 +...+T
] and Ti is the chank
nel lifetime (in seconds) after i − 1 resets. µe = E[Ti ],
and proved using
∑
∑convergence that RP Se = 1/µe , and so
e∈E RP Se =
e∈E 1/µe .
From [15], equal allocation in liquidity maximizes expected time for reset of a symmetric channel with E[T ] =
ω2
8λ , where λ is the Poisson rate of transfer of one coin in
one direction.
The total single-directional traffic over an edge e, as
derived from the routing policy
∑ is defined as balanced
channel Poisson rate, λe = {i,j}s.t. e∈π(i,j) λij .

4.5

i,j∈Es.t. i∈X,j∈V \X λi,j . The Poisson rate of a channel
e in a spanning tree T , λe equals the λ − capacity of
the cut between the 2 connectivity components of T − e.
Using this notion to optimize the communication traffic,
∑
1/3
needs to be minimised which is obtained by
e∈ET λe
using results from Gomory-Hu tree [9]. A Gomory-Hu
tree T over weight function of Poisson rate over edges,
λ : E → R+ , is the optimal spanning tree over the value of
blockchain record fees per second, and it can be calculated
in polynomial time.

Greedy Game The optimal maintenance cost of the
network at the optimal liquidity Wopt : M.C(Wopt ) ∝
1/3
RP S0 ·ϕ1/3 ·α2/3 , where RP So is the optimal blockchain
records per second when W = 1. The result is obtained by
S0
minimizing the maintenance cost: M C(W ) = ϕ · RP
W2 +
α·W . The minimal maintenance cost for√
a channel e with
λ transaction Poisson rate is: M.Ce = 3 3 2λ1/3 ϕ1/3 α2/3 .
Considering rational players, each player will minimize
their own costs, with restriction to spanning tree topology. The share of maintenance cost of player v over
an edge with λe balanced transaction Poisson rate is:
· M.Ce , where λe (v) is transfer rate by
M.Ce (v) = λeλ(v)
e
v on e.
The total maintenance costs of a player v is : M.C(v) =
√
∑
1/3
3 3 2ϕ1/3 α2/3 e∈E λeλ(v)
λe , clearly depend on the route
ing policy which is unique in a spanning tree. This property restricts the players’ legal moves to reconnect a single edge that is incident on its vertex to maintain the
spanning-tree topology. An equilibrium is said to be
reached when none of the players can reduce their costs
by a legal move.

Optimization

4.5.1 Hub is 2-Approximation
For any off-chain network G = (V, E) and H = (V, EH )
as a hub topology centered at an arbitrary vertex vo ∈ V ,
there exists a routing policy πH and liquidity allocation
ωH : EH → R+ for H, such that for every series of transactions, the number of channel resets is at most twice the
number of channel resets∑
in G, and the required
∑ liquidity
WH is at most doubled: e′ ∈EH ωH (e′ ) ≤ 2 · e∈E ω(e).
The tightness is proved by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For every ϵ > 0, there exists a set of
transaction demands (λij ), in which the optimal maintenance cost per second is at least (2−ϵ) times lower than
in every hub.

Price of Anarchy There is an unbounded price of anarchy for every K > 0 there exists an equilibrium point in
tree greedy game, T ∗ , in which there holds
For any transaction demands, a hub over an arbitrary the spanning
∗
node is a 2-approximation for the optimal maintenance M.C(T ) > K · M.C(TG ) where TG is the optimal maincost network. This also raises the concern of large monop- tenance cost spanning tree.
olistic players and could out-perform decentralized networks.
4.5.3 Simulation Results
4.5.2 Maintenance Costs

Simulation with 100 agents, demand matrix in a scalefree graph model: generating a random scale-free graph
between the agents with a certain power-law coefficient,
and setting a non-zero transaction rate for every pair of
connected nodes.
The RPS ratio of a complete graph to optimal spanning tree was high (around 8) that reduced to almost 2.
The RPS of Hub to optimal spanning tree started almost
equal and increased up to two as the power coefficient is
increased. It indicates that hub topology achieves better results than a tight 8-approximation complete graph,
with an optimal spanning tree being the best strategy.

Liquidity The optimal allocation of liquidity that minimizes network’s maintenance costs with λe as one-side
1/3
transaction rate of edge e is: ω(e) = W ∑ λ 1/3 . The
ē
ē∈E λ∑
optimal∑blockchain record fees per second, ϕ · RP Se ,
1/3 3
is: 8ϕ
) , which is obtained by using Lagrange
e∈E λ
W(
8ϕ ∑
λe
multipliers on the chain record fees, W
2
e∈E x2e , where
ωe
xe = W .
Spanning Trees For a network G = (V, E), and a cut
graph (X, V \ X), the cut’s λ − capacity is defined as:
6

4.6

Limitations and Future Work

• After off-chain transaction channels develop, it will
radically change the transaction fee market. Several
aspects of the demand for blockchain transactions
would be affected: the level of patient users for transactions that set up payment channels, the willingness
to pay fees, and the basic-demand for transacting onchain may differ from the pre-lightning fee market.

• The assumption of balanced channels as channels in
payment networks might be unbalanced and hence
their lifetime may be closer to a linear factor of the
liquidity they hold, which will imply blockchain costs
will be higher.
• Possibility of different routing algorithms for asymmetric demands matrices remains open.

• In the RSOP mechanism, blocks may contain many
transactions that do not get accepted, hence wasting
the network storage.

• The theory of online algorithms for balancing channels persists as balancing algorithms can reduce the
channel’s lifetime significantly, and the analytical estimation question remains.

5.4

The Monopolistic Price Mechanism

This auction-based mechanism for the fee market overcomes the two main issues with the current fee market of
(i) bid shading and frequent bid updates, and (ii) poor
revenue extraction. It decouples the block-size concern
from the miners’ fee and provides several key properties
like (i) high revenue extraction, (ii) incentivizing auctioneer, and (iii) honest bidding of true preference by users.

5
Redesigning Bitcoin’s fee market
Ron Lavi, Or Sattath, and Aviv Zohar in [Read5], publised in WWW ’19, proposes two auction-based frameworks to Redesign Bitcoin’s Fee Market considering impatient users.

Mechanism For n impatient users each with a transaction, with each user’s maximum willingness to pay as
vi , given the vector of bids for a transaction fee for each
transaction submitted by all users, b = (b1 , ..., bn ), the
miner chooses a subset of transactions to be included in
5.1 Problem Addressed
the block of size k (number of transactions), and all the
users included in the block pay the minimum bid of bk
As the block reward decreases over time, the revenue de(supposing that b1 ≥ b2 ≥ ... ≥ bk ) as the transaction
rived from transaction fees starts to have an increasingly
fees.
important role in incentivizing honest miners. This proThe monopolistic revenue is defined as R(b) = maxk∈[n] k·
cess is essential for the security of the network. The revbk and monopolistic price as pmonopolistic (b) = bk∗ (b) ,
enue from transaction fees is not extracted well if the
where k ∗ (b) is number of users that maximise R(b). Conblocks are not congested. This effect has implications on
sidering that a user i can report a strategic bid lower
the scalability debate as increasing block size could lower
than vi and still gets the transaction accepted, the stratetransaction fees. Thus, addressing this issue by proposing
gic price is defined as pstrategic (b−i ) ≡ min{bi ∈ R |
novel frameworks for the fee market.
pmonopolistic (bi , b−i ) ≤ bi )}. To analyze the strategic behaviour, notion of discount ratio is introduced to capture
the gain a user can obtain over honest bidding, defined as
5.2 Novel Ideas and Takeaways
strategic
−i )
δi (vi , b−i ) = 1 − pphonest (vi(b
if vi ≥ pstrategic (b−i ) and 0
,b−i )
• Using RSOP mechanism based on [1], removes the
honest
≡ pmonopolist .
ability of an individual transaction to affect the price otherwise, where p
To achieve the goal of quantifying how large δ will be,
it pays, promoting honest bidding.
2 parameters are considered in evaluation and empirical
average
= E(v1 ,...,vn )F [δ1 (v1 , v−1 )] and ∆max
=
n
• Using auction-based frameworks to propose new analysis, ∆n
E
[δ
(v)],
where δmax (v) = maxi δi (vi , v−i )
(v1 ,...,vn )F max
models for Bitcoin’s fee market, which decouples the
and F is some distribution on R>0 . It is assumed that
issue of miners’ revenue from the block-size.
values drawn from F are i.i.d. As it clearly holds that
∆max
≥ ∆average
, the following theorem is proved:
n
n

5.3

Assumptions and Limitations

Theorem 5.1. For any distribution F with a finite support size, limn→∞ ∆max
= 0.
n

• Assumption of only impatient users, users that have
utility only if their transactions get accepted in the
next block. This limitation is important to tackle
as patient users exist in real-world scenarios. The
distribution of bids changes if rejected bids stay in
the system, unlike in the current analysis.

It is also proved here that even in the worst case expectation of the discount ratio, it goes to zero as the number
of users increases, which is the desired property in the
mechanism.
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(iii) set of winning bids is A′ ∪ B ′ where A′ = {i ∈ A :
bi ≥ pmonopolistic
} and B ′ = {i ∈ B : bi ≥ pmonopolistic
}.
B
A
The total revenue hence is RSOP (b) = |A′ |·pmonopolistic
+
B
monopolistic
′
|B | · pA
. This mechanism provides truthfulness
R(b)
and maximal revenue (limn→∞ maxb RSOP
(b) = 1).

Multiple Strategic Bids As the users can also benefit from splitting the bids, pstrategic is generalised
to capture this strategy as pmultibid (b−i ) = min{u ·
(u)
(1)
(u)
(u)
bi
| u ∈ N + , bi
≥ ..., ≥ bi
∈ R, bi
≥
(1)
(u)
pmonopolistic (bi , ..., bi , b−i )}. As the user splits the bid
in u parts, and from strict inequality of pstrategic (b−i ) ≥
pmultibid (b−i ), this case is considered under the theorem
above. Further is it easy to show the equivalence of the
definition above and the case where user splits each bid
equally, as bi , and maximises u · bi .
An efficient way to compute pmultibid , is fix a player i,
and let w = v−i where w1 ≥ w2 ... ≥ wn−1 ,

Algorithm The algorithm goes as follows:
(i) The node receives a block B and checks the validity of
this block and transactions, considering only valid transactions according to the mechanism described below.
(ii) Compute the sets A and B using the block hash as
a seed to a Cryptographically Secure Pseudo-Random
Number Generator (CSPRNG) and determine valid
transactions to be as the ones in A′ and B ′ .
(iii) A fraction 1−α of the revenue goes to the miner who
mined the current block, and the rest goes to the future
miner who would mine the next valid block. The parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 needs to be specified as part of the
protocol.
As the source of randomness is the same, each node
will reach a consensus on the set of valid transactions.
The empirical analysis shows that the gain-ratio from performing this strategy decreases as the number of users
increases. This analysis is similar to the monopolistic
mechanism.

Theorem
5.2.
If
pmultibid (w)
=
R(w)
mink∗ (w)≤j≤n−1 f (j) (f (j) − j), further if j ∗ minimizes this term, then taking b∗ = fR(w)
and
(j ∗ )
∗
∗
∗
u = f (j ) − j minimizes the total bid of u · bi ,
where f (j) ≡ max{⌈ R(w)
wj ⌉, j + 1}.
Empirical Evaluation The empirical evaluation uses
both synthetic data as well as transaction data taken from
the Bitcoin blockchain. The synthetic data is generated
using 4 distributions: (i) uniform discrete over 1 to 100,
(ii) uniform over [0, 1], (iii) half normal, probability of
max fee decreases exponentially, and (iv) inverse distribution, F (x) = 1 − 1/x for x ∈ [1, ∞]. The willingness
to pay for the 1000 considered bitcoin blocks is taken as
a function of
√ transaction size v(x), for 3 alternatives: (i)
log(x), (ii) x, and (iii) v(x) = x.
In all the cases both ∆average
and ∆max
decreases apn
n
proaching to 0 as n increases from 23 to 217 , except for
the case in inverse distribution for ∆max
which doesn’t
n
decrease much with n.
is because of
and ∆max
This difference between ∆average
n
n
average
takes into account also
two different reasons: (i) ∆n
the losing bidders, whose discount ratio is zero, and (ii)
∆max
takes into account only the single winning bidder
n
with the maximal discount ratio.

5.5

Issues The main concerns with this algorithm is the
assumption of:
(i) user truthfulness; that the users cannot send multiple
bids, further it is also not clear on how to construct even
tailored worst-case examples or if there exists an efficient
algorithm to find beneficial deviations as users cannot
control the their bids’ association to set A or B, and
(ii) auctioneer honesty; as it can create false bids and/or
remove bids for his benefit. Determining α is crucial as
it prevents miners from adding false bids and eliminates
potential profit from this strategy as users increase.

Blockchain Consensus Protocols

RSOP Mechanism
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The main difference between the two mechanisms is that
Random Sampling Optimal Price (RSOP) removes (by
design) the ability of an individual transaction to affect
the price that it pays. To instantiate the RSOP-based
mechanism, users must specify their maximal willingness
to pay for the transactions. The miners create a block
with all transactions they wish to include. Unlike the
current Bitcoin protocol, here, not all transactions in a
block are valid.
Upon receiving n bids vector b, the auctioneer does the
following:
(i) randomly splits transactions in 2 sets, A and B, with
equal probability,
(ii) compute pmonopolistic
and pmonopolistic
, where
A
B
monopolistic
p
for empty set is 0,

Bitcoin Meets Strong Consistency
C. Decker, J. Seidel, and R. Wattenhofer in [Read2], published in ICDCN ’16, provides a new system that can get
built on top of Bitcoin or similar blockchains. It enables
real-time payments with fast confirmations.

6.1

Problem Addressed

Most Proof-of-* blockchains like Bitcoin, only provide
eventual consistency (a questionable property for a protocol to handle financial transactions). A signed transac8

tion, not yet included in a block, can be vulnerable to a
double-spend attack. A transaction might require a significant amount of time to get included in a block due to
slow block-time and over-flooded transaction-pool.
Further, in the case of blockchain-forks, only “enough”
subsequent block confirmations determine the eventually accepted chain. This process requires a significant
amount of time for the transaction to get confirmed for
consistency. This time delay prevents efficient real-time
micro-payments in any general setting.

by an entity converges to the fraction of computational
resources that the entity controls in the network.
Chain Agreement (CA) Responsible for two tasks:
(A) To track the system membership by running a byzantine agreement protocol. (B) To resolve conflicts in case
of a blockchain-fork, by only committing one block using standard agreement protocol techniques and obtain
strong consistency.
6.4.1

6.2

Novel Ideas and Takeaways

Protocol

Besides the two layers of PeerCensus, the protocol consists of a third, Application (APP) layer.

• Enable the creation of a cryptocurrency that provides forward security, i.e., once a transaction is committed it cannot be reverted at any future time, and
hence supports fast/real-time confirmations.

The BC layer works on a Proof-of-Work consensus
mechanism. A legal block is of the form bi =< h, d, p, x >,
the hash of the previous block, difficulty, a new identity,
• Using the Blockchain to limit and certify new identi- and the nonce.
ties joining the system and provide strong guarantees
regarding their assignment to entities participating
The CA layer basically keep track of some shared state
in the system.
that can be modified by certain predetermined operations
• Decoupling block-creation and transaction confir- by using SGMP [14] and PBFT [3] agreement protocols.
mations by leveraging the techniques from Bit- The shared state encompasses an operation log O, a set of
coin (proof-of-* consensus algorithms) and byzantine online voters I, and blockchain C. The three operations
are:
agreement protocols, to achieve strong consistency.
• block(b);
used to append a new block b to the
Blockchain, thus promoting the peer in b to voting.
6.3 System Model
• join(p); used by a previously offline voting peer p to
re-join the set I of online voters.
The system operates in a setting of following three com• leave(p); used to remove offline peers from I.
ponents:
a) A peer-to-peer system: The identity of a peer p is its
public key. Every message is verified by the signature of The APP layer makes use of the membership information from the CA to implement the application logic. The
the sender.
b) The notion of controlling entities: Each peer, p, is as- applications can use the full capabilities of PBFT, includsigned to exactly one entity, e, who controls them. All ing snapshots, by the use of rankings, current membership, and timestamp provided by CA. A single instance
entities are rational.
c) The notion of computational resources at the disposal of CA and BC can get shared among any number of apof an entity: To model computational limitations of enti- plications.
ties, the notion of a computational unit-resource is introduced, each of which possesses the same computational 6.4.2 Safety
power.
Since SGMP ensures that I tracks the voters in P (t) (on|IA |
line voters), so as long as the inequality ϕi := |I
< 12
D|
6.4 PeerCensus
is satisfied (for PBFT to be secure), PeerCensus is conThe PeerCensus system acts as a trust-less decentralized sidered in a secure state, where IA and ID are the corcertification authority, manages peer identities in a peer- responding partition of I into online peers controlled A
to-peer network, and ultimately enhances Bitcoin and (attacker), and D (meta-entity; all entities not A). The
similar systems with strong consistency. PeerCensus con- analysis relies on a steady state of the system. In a steadysists of two components: the Blockchain (BC) and the state, the number of online peers, and resources, is governed by the respective expected value. To ensure the
Chain Agreement (CA).
secure state, the root theorem needed for the proof is as
follows:
Blockchain (BC) Peers are either non-voting or voting
peers. Each new peers start as non-voting until promoted Theorem 6.1. Let ϕR denote the fraction of resources
to voting by appending a block to the collaboratively associated with A over resources not associated with A,
maintained blockchain. The share of identities controlled and let 0 < ϵ < 1/2 be a constant. If PeerCensus reaches
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7.2

a steady-state and ϕR < 12 − ϵ, then PeerCensus is in a
secure state with high probability.

• Use of a registration layer using any method like a
stake (or PoW) providing permanent Sybil resistant
identities.

PeerCensus can get bootstrapped by retrofitting the
Bitcoin blockchain, providing the initial resources, blocks
(voting identities), and peers.
By considering first
350,000 Bitcoin blocks and 25,000 online peers (from latest of those blocks), the Prob(PeerCensus in secure state)
>= 1 − 4.26 × 10−15 .

• The Decentralised Random Beacon provides a verifiable unpredictable pseudo-random output used in
creating a random committee for running the consensus mechanism. This randomness makes it highly
scalable and decentralized secure.

6.4.3 Related Work

• Use of notary to achieve fast finality and predictable
block times and using t-of-n threshold DKG signature scheme with properties like non-interactivity for
fast networking and the uniqueness of group signature.

PeerCensus solves problems arising from inconsistent
state views, such as double-spendings [16, 8]. It does not
address problems like transaction malleability [5], scalability [6] and privacy issues, e.g., [7, 13].

6.5

Discoin

Discoin is a cryptocurrency, an exemplary application
built on PeerCensus. It tracks the balances of accounts,
denominated in coins. The shared state in Discoin consists of account balances B. Discoin has a single operation
transaction(tx) which, if committed, applies the transaction to the account balances. It distributes the reward, of
r newly generated coins, in equal parts to each identity
i ∈ I. The reward is triggered by a timestamp change
each time a block is found and does not necessitate a new
transaction.
It explicitly tracks account balances that result in a
smaller shared state and a more intuitive concept of account balances and faster confirmations. Committing a
transaction is independent of the block generation, and it
provides forward security.
Once PeerCensus gets bootstrapped, Discoin can get
bootstrapped by computing the account address balances
in the Bitcoin blockchain up-to height lm .

7
DFINITY Technology Overview Series
Consensus System
Hanke, Timo and Movahedi, Mahnush and Williams,
Dominic in [Read3] proposes the consensus protocol of
DFINITY, a committee-based blockchain protocol.

Novel Ideas and Takeaways

7.3

Consensus Mechanism

Dfinity peer-to-peer network consists of clients connected
by a broadcast network over which they can send messages to everyone. Clients observe blocks and build their
view of the finalized chain and fulfill three active functions: (a) participate in the decentralized random beacon,
(b) participate in the decentralized notary, (c) propose
blocks.
Dfinity’s consensus mechanism has four layers:
1) Identities and Registry: The responsibility of the
first layer is to register and provide Sybil-resistant client
identities via stake deposit with a lock-up period (any
Sybil resistance method, like PoW, can also be used). All
registered clients have permanent & pseudonymous identities.
2) Random Beacon: This is the core layer of Dfinity.
The random beacon is an unbiasedly verifiable random
function (VRF), produced jointly by registered clients
who produce an unpredictable output for each round.
3) Blockchain: This layer deploys the probabilistic slot
protocol (PSP) providing constant block time and homogeneous bandwidth utilization by a ranking mechanism
driven by the random beacon.
4) Notarization: The fourth layer is a decentralized notary that provides time-stamping and publication guarantees and is ultimately responsible for near-instant finality.
7.3.1

System Model and Primitives

Clients or Replicas are labeled as i ∈ N and U be the finite set of labels of all replicas, called the universe. i ∈ U
7.1 Problem Addressed
with public/secret key pair (pki , ski ).
DFINITY is a decentralized public compute platform that Committee: At any given time, some or all i ∈ U ,
aims to host the next-generation software and internet are arranged into one or more subsets, G1 , G2 , ... ⊆ U
services. The Dfinity blockchain computer provides a called groups. Out of all the groups, a single one is active
secure, performant, and flexible consensus mechanism. to drive progress and ensure consensus by proposing &
The goal is for the virtual computer to finalize compu- notarising blocks and running the Decentralised Beacon
tations quickly, to provide predictable performance, and Protocol. This group is called the committee. All groups
for computational and storage capacity to scale up with- Gj have the same size n, which is a system parameter
out bounds as demand for its services increases.
called the group size.
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The system evolves in rounds. Replicas advance to the
next round based on events. Dfinity assumes a semisynchronous network, i.e., that the network traversal time
can be modeled by a random variable Y whose probability
distribution is known. The two constants are responsible
for liveness (BlockT ime) and safety (T ) of the system,
respectively.
A cryptographically secure pseudo-random number
generator PRG which turns a seed ξ into a sequence
of values PRG(ξ, i) for i ∈ N . The sequence PRG(ξ,i)
is used as input to the Fisher-Yates shuffle to produce a random permutation of U, a bijective map
{1, ..., |U |} → U denoted by P ermU (ξ).
Blocks A block B, apart from genesis B0 , is a tuple
B = (p, r, z, d, o) where prvB := p ∈ {0, 1}l is the hash
reference to the previous block, rdB := r ∈ N is the
round number, ntB := z ∈ {0, 1} is the notarization of
the previous block, datB := d ∈ {0, 1} is the data payload (”transactions” and ”state”), ownB := o ∈ U is the
creator (or ”owner”). A notarization is a signature on the
previous block created by a ”notary”.
Chain C(B) denotes the uniquely defined chain C with
headC = B. C ≤ C ′ denotes C is prefix of C ′ . For any
non-empty set S of blocks we denote by C(S) the largest
common prefix of all chains C(B) with B ∈ S. For any
sets of blocks S, T with S ⊆ T we have C(T ) ≤ C(S).
prvS := {prvB|B ∈ S \ {B0 }} ̸= ϕ, then C(prvS) ≤
C(S).
7.3.2 Threat Model
Adversarial strength: For any G ⊆ U ,let f (G) denote
the number of Byzantine replicas in G. Assumption 1;
There is β > 2 such that |U | > βf (U ),
where value 1/β is called the adversarial strength.
Honest groups: For group size n, G is called honest if
n > 2f (G). The protocol relies on Assumption 2; Each
group G used in the system is honest.
U is honest from Assumption 1. For randomly selected
G, P rob[Ghonest] is calculated via the cumulative distribution function of the hyper-geometric probability distribution. For failure probability ρ, we can calculate the
probability for the minimal group size n = n(β, ρ, |U |)
such that P rob[Ghonest] > 1−ρ for each random sample
G ⊆ U with |G| = n.

7.4

Protocol

7.4.1 Decentralised Random Beacon
The beacon allows replicas to agree on a verifiable random function (VRF) and to jointly produce one new deterministic pseudo-random output ξr of the VRF in every
round r. ξr is unpredictable, given the knowledge of all
prior outputs, til at least one honest replica advances to
r unbiasedly due to its deterministic pseudo-random nature.
The DRB protocol uses non-interactive t-of-n threshold

signatures scheme used by group G as the source of randomness to generate keys. The threshold scheme used in
the DRB protocol is setup using a distributed key generation (DKG) mechanism, which does not rely on trusted
parties. The signature scheme is the pairing-based scheme
derived from BLS. G runs a DKG for BLS to set up the
group public key and the secret key shares during the initialization of the blockchain system. The threshold t is a
parameter of the setup. A group signature can be recovered by any t shares from the group as input because of
uniqueness property.
7.4.2

Probabilistic Slot Protocol

Based on ξr , the protocol assigns a rank to each i ∈ U .
The rank of the proposer defines the weight of a block as
follows:
The ranking permutation for round r is defined as πr :=
P ermU (ξr ), rank of i ∈ U as πr (i) and rank of a block B
as rkB := πr (ownB). rkB < rkB ′ means B has higher
priority level than B’.
The weight of a block B is defined as wtB := ∑
w(rkB) and
r
weight of a chain C = (B0 , ..., Br ) as wtC := h=0 wtBh .
−x
In Dfinity w(x) = 2 . The heaviest chain is considered
by the replicas to be notarised.
7.4.3

Notarization and Finality

A notarization of block B is an aggregated signature by
a majority subset of U on the message B. A notarized
block is a block concatenated with notarization of itself.
The replica continues to sign all highest priority block
proposals as soon as it receives more block proposals after BlockT ime. It advances to the next round as soon
as a notarization for the current round has been observed
by the replica. A proposed block B is considered valid
for round r if rdB = r and there is a valid block B ′ such
that: (1) prvB = H(B ′ ) and rdB ′ = rdB−1, (2) ntB is
notarization of B ′ , and (3) datB is valid.
Timely Publication: An artifact of round r was timely
published (within d rounds) if it was broadcasted while
at least one honest replica was in round ≤ r (resp. in
round ≤ r + d).
Only timely published block proposals can get notarized
and Only notarizations that are timely published within
1 round can get referenced. A round has normal operation if only one block for that round gets notarized. The
publication of both block proposals and notarizations is
enforced.
An adversary cannot build a private chain because a chain
can only survive if: (a) All its blocks were timely published and (b) All its notarizations were timely published
within 1 round.
Algorithm: It assumes that the observer receives allround (r − 1) notarizations that can get referenced before time T after having received the first notarization for
round r. The notarization algorithm confirms finality as
follows:
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1) Nr be the bucket for all notarized blocks for round r
out of which only highest ranked blocks concerning the
publicly verifiable ranking algorithm driven by the random beacon are notarized.
2) As a block cannot be validated without knowing its predecessor, every pair of blocks that reference each other,
the predecessor is processed first.
3) So the receipt of any further notarized blocks for Nr
that can get referenced is removed.
4) A round r is said to be finalized because we know that
Nr already contains all chain tips that can possibly survive beyond round r. So notarization proceeds in rounds,
and hence the output is the longest-common-prefix C(Nr )
as being final.

easy deployment and maintenance of decentralized applications in the context of a governed blockchain.

8.2
8.2.1

Overview

An EOSIO blockchain is a highly efficient, deterministic,
distributed state machine that can operate in a decentralized fashion. EOS has achieved to provide functional
decentralized applications by increasing performance to
thousands of transactions per second, reducing latency to
1.5 seconds, eliminating per-transaction fees, and providing a user experience similar to those that are currently
made available by existing centralized services.

7.4.4 Threshold Relay

8.2.2

Group Derivation: For group size n, groups are derived from a random seed ξ where the j th derived group
is Group(ξ, j) := P ermU (P RG(ξ, j))({1, ..., n}). . A
number m and a seed ξ is chosen and form groups
Gj ∀j ∈ {1, ..., m} which runs the DKG to create keys
stored in blocks.
Committee Selection: The sequence (ξi ) is bootstrapped by defining an initial value for ξ0 . Then, in
round r, G(r) := Gj , j := ξr modm, as the committee for
round r. In the random beacon protocol, the members of
G(r) jointly produce the output ξr , which is then used to
select the next committee G(r+1) .
The rounds are split into non-overlapping epochs of
length l, which is a fixed system parameter. The block
produced in the first round of each epoch is called a registry block, which is also called a keyframe. It contains a
summary of all new registrations and de-registrations of
replicas that happened during the previous epoch. The
”summary” is a deterministic result of all the blocks in the
preceding epoch so that the block maker of the keyframe
has no opportunity to censor registrations.

Model

The nodes responsible for block production and block validation are called block producers which are elected by
EOSIO stakeholders (users of the network). There are
two layers, which are functionally separate, involved in
the EOSIO consensus model:
1. The Native Consensus Model (aBFT) This
layer is responsible for the actual process of block finality,
performed in an asynchronous byzantine fault tolerant
(aBFT) way. This layer uses a two-stage block confirmation process by which a two-thirds supermajority of
producers from the currently scheduled set confirms each
block twice. The consensus model achieves algorithmic
finality through the signatures from this chosen set of
participants (active producers). They are arranged in a
schedule to determine which nodes are authorized to sign
the block at a particular time slot. Changes to this schedule are initiated by privileged smart contracts running on
the EOSIO blockchain.
2. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) This layer
elects the active producers who will be authorized to sign
valid blocks based on their stake in the network and responsible for the scheduling. The layer introduces the
concepts of tokens, staking, voting, vote decay, vote tallying, producer ranking, and inflation pay. Blocks get
produced in rounds of 126 seconds (6 blocks each, times
21 producers). DPoS layer gets enabled by WASM smart
contracts. The actual selection of the active producers
(the producer schedule) is open for voting every scheduled round.

8
EOS: Consensus
EOS developers in [Read1] proposes the EOS consensus
mechanism, providing high scalability and fast confirmations.

8.1

Consensus Protocol

Problem Addressed

Existing blockchain platforms are held back by large
fees and limited computational capacity that prevent
widespread blockchain adoption. The EOS.IO software
introduces a new blockchain architecture designed to enable vertical and horizontal scaling of decentralized applications. It can ultimately scale to millions of transactions
per second, eliminates user fees, and allows for quick and

8.2.3

Voting

A token holder must first stake some tokens to become a
stakeholder and thus be able to vote with a given staking power. Each stakeholder can vote for up to 30 block
producers in one voting action, out of which the top
21 elected producers will then act as DPoS delegates as
block producers. The remaining producers are placed on
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a standby list in the order of votes obtained.
The voting weight of each stakeholder is directly proportional tokens staked and the base-2 exponentially proportional to the time elapsed since the EOSIO block
timestamp epoch, defined as January 1, 2000. As increasing the voting weight produces depreciation of the current
votes held by each producer, a vote decay is intentional
is introduced for two reasons: (a) Encourage participation by allowing newer votes to have more weight than
older ones, and (b) Give more voice to those users who
are actively involved in significant governance matters.
Producers who don’t get voted on will keep their old
votes, though depreciated due to vote decay. Producers
who get voted on keep their old votes. The contribution
of the last voting weight gets replaced by their new voting
weight.

Original Work

9
ASHWAChain: A Fast, Scalable and
Strategy-proof
Committee-based
Blockchain Protocol
With our insight from the above report, we have understood that it is not possible to have a truly decentralized and highly scalable blockchain and secure system at the same time. With this in mind, we propose
a novel committee-based blockchain consensus protocol,
namely ASHWAChain, that balances between decentralization and centralization.
ASHWAChain provides the following:

8.2.4 Scheduling
After the producers get selected for the next scheduled
round, they are sorted alphabetically by producer name.
This order determines the production order. Each producer receives the proposed set of producers for the next
scheduled round within the first block to get validated
from the currently scheduled round. The proposed schedule becomes active for the next scheduled round when
that first block is finalized.

1. High scalability: It can support up-to 300 Transactions Per Second (TPS), which is significantly
more than most cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and
Ethereum.
2. Strong consistency: Transaction confirmation
time is fast and within a few seconds. This is an
improvement over existing cryptocurrency protocols
where this time is several minutes, around 60 minutes in Bitcoin.

We provide scalability, security, and game-theoretic
analysis of ASHWAChain. We consider three types of
participants in the system, being Honest, Rational, or
Byzantine. This consideration makes our analysis more
practical as compared to existing literature where, in
8.2.5 Block Lifecycle
most cases, only Honest or Rational participants are considered.
Blocks undergo three main phases during their lifespan:
Our paper ”ASHWAChain: A Fast, Scalable and
production, validation, and finality. A block contains the Strategy-proof Committee-based Blockchain Protocol”
producer’s name and signature along with a schedule ver- was accepted in Workshop on Game Theory in Blockchain
sion and list of producers. The block production time at the 16th Conference on Web and Internet Economics
(500ms) is further split into two configurable parame- (WINE), 2020, which we presented live in WINE 2020.
ters based on maximum processing interval and minimum This paper is provided in the appendix.
propagation time.
Blocks go through various stages during production: apply - create the block with metadata and transactions;
finalize - validate the authenticity of the block, sign, and
commit.
Block validation is about reaching enough quorum Acknowledgements
among active producers to agree upon; (a) The integrity
of the block and the transactions it contains and (b) The We would like to express special thanks to Anurag Jain
deterministic, chronological order of transactions within and Sankarshan Damle for useful discussions and insightful comments on ASHWAChain.
each block.
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Block Finality is the outcome of EOSIO consensus. It
is achieved when a supermajority of active producers has
validated the block according to the layer one consensus
rules. The last irreversible block (LIB) in the chain refers
to the most recent block that has become final.
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Abstract. Most cryptocurrencies are practically limited, mostly because of their significant time
to finality and lack of scalability. Moreover, most of the existing literature for blockchain consensus protocols assumes the miners as honest. The assumption results in the protocols being
susceptible to strategic attacks such as selfish mining, undercutting. Consequently, designing scalable, strategy-proof blockchain consensus protocol forms the basis of this work. Towards this,
we present ASHWAChain, which deploys committees, generated through an underlying Proof-ofWork blockchain, to reach consensus using PBFT. Through a sophisticated analysis of system
performance, we show that ASHWAChain’s performance is significantly better than the current
state-of-the-art. Additionally, we analyze miners’ strategic behavior in ASHWAChain and prove
that at equilibrium, the miners will honestly follow the protocol under certain assumptions.

Keywords: Distributed Ledgers · Scalable Blockchains · Peer-to-Peer Networks · Game Theory

1

Introduction

Bitcoin [17] promised to transform the financial system by proposing a decentralized peer-to-peer currency. Miners maintain this system by honestly following the underlying consensus protocol through
appropriate incentives/rewards. In Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, every miner
validates transactions and tries to append a set of valid transactions to the set of validated transactions,
i.e., append a block on the blockchain. These miners compete against one another in a “mining” game.
Typically, these miners have to produce Proof-of-Work (PoW) to write new transaction data to the
blockchain.
As of October 2020, Bitcoin’s and Ethereum’s network processes an average of 3-4 and 10 transactions
per second (TPS), respectively [1, 3]. In contrast, Visa’s global payment system handles a reported 1,700
TPS and claims to be capable of handling more than 24,000 TPS [23]. Besides, using such cryptocurrencies
for micro-payments, like groceries, coffee, etc., is not feasible as the protocols only provide eventual
consistency. It means that each transaction requires a certain number of block confirmations for it to
be confirmed, i.e., accepted as irreversible, with high probability. For instance, Bitcoin takes at-least
60 minutes to confirm a transaction1 . Thus, low transaction throughput and only eventual consistency
hinder the widespread acceptance of cryptocurrencies.
Note that the miners involved in maintaining the transaction data could be strategic players. That is,
they may deviate from the prescribed protocol to gain additional rewards. Selfish mining, petty mining,
undercutting are some of the strategies that may lead to greater rewards for the miners [7,19]. Designing
blockchain protocols robust to such strategic deviations is a challenge and a new area of research with
limited prior work [21]. In view of this, it may not be a strategic miner’s best response to follow the protocol
honestly. In summary, resolving these practical and game-theoretic limitations to design a decentralized,
strategy-proof, and scalable blockchain consensus protocol is a considerable challenge.
Researchers have proposed several protocols to improve blockchain technology’s practical performance
for better applicability [9, 15, 20, 28]. These protocols provide 3-5 times improvement over Bitcoin in
terms of TPS [20]. Chen et al. [10] use game-theory to establish the trade-off between full verification,
scalability, and finality-duration. However, they do not consider network delays in their model, and hence,
their bounds are quite optimistic. Even with this, it is impossible to have a scalable and consistent, fully
decentralized blockchain.
1
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With this impossibility as a backdrop, in this paper, we propose a blockchain consensus protocol,
namely ASHWAChain2 , which trade-offs some of the decentralization for improved consistency and
scalability; thus, increasing its practical applicability. Specifically, we propose to select a committee of
identities controlled by the miners who mine the blocks for some assigned duration. We refer to such
duration as an epoch. We elect the committee for every epoch.
Such a committee-based blockchain is similar to EOS [2] and DIFINITY [22]. Unlike these protocols,
in ASHWAChain, we present a more eﬀicient way to select the committee. Additionally, we also consider
the strategic behavior of miners. Specifically, ASHWAChain uses PoW as a method to guarantee Sybilresistance. The guarantee holds under the standard assumption that no miner will have the majority of
the computational resource. In ASHWAChain, after solving a PoW puzzle, a miner gains an identity in
the committee. We call the identities in this committee as validators that run a Byzantine agreement
protocol, PBFT [8], to reach consensus.
First, we provide security and scalability analysis of ASHWAChain. We show that ASHWAChain
can achieve a throughput of at-least 300 TPS (Section 3.2). Thus outperforming the cryptocurrencies
mentioned above. Next, to game-theoretically analyze miners’ behavior at equilibrium in ASHWAChain,
we consider three types of miners: honest, rational, and Byzantine. We prove that it is Bayesian Nash
Equilibrium for rational players to validate and sign the blocks (Theorem 1). That is, ASHWAChain is
robust to the strategic behavior of miners. In summary, ASHWAChain provides strong consistency (fast
confirmations) and high scalability while maintaining the system’s security.
Related Work. Committee-based blockchains like EOS [2] claim to scale up-to 5000 TPS but still have
open security concerns. While DFINITY [22] can handle up-to 40 TPS, it is significantly less for a financial
transaction platform. Our work is most similar to PeerCensus [6], where identities in the network gain
privileges to produce and validate blocks by solving a PoW puzzle. However, as the size of the committee
is ever-growing, PeerCensus becomes infeasible to scale. Garay et al. [12] showed that deferring the
resolution of blockchain forks is ineﬀicient and strong consistency provides more applicability. Most of
these protocols, however, assume participants as either honest or Byzantine, failing to explore the effect
of rational participants thoroughly.
Solidus [14] is the first to consider rational participants by proposing an incentive-compatible ByzantineFault-Tolerant protocol for blockchain. However, it does not provide a game-theoretic analysis. Biais et
al. [5] model Bitcoin as a coordination game but only considering rational participants. Yackolley et al.
in [26] provide a game-theoretic analysis in consensus-based blockchains considering rational and Byzantine players and model a dynamic game. Manshaei et al. in [16] consider a non-cooperative static game
approach for an intra-committee protocol where they show that rational players can free-ride if rewards
are equally shared. Contrarily to previous studies, the consideration of the costs of block validation in
the player’s utilities makes our study more realistic. We follow the BAR model [4] and study the rational
behavior in a non-cooperative setting, as shown by Halpern et al. in [13].

2

ASHWAChain: Protocol

In this section, we present our committee-based blockchain protocol, namely ASHWAChain. We first
define the underlying network in it.
Network Model. We consider a peer-to-peer network consisting of miners who control identities in the
network. These identities are denoted by their public-private (pk, sk) key pair. Miners are connected by
a broadcast network over which they can send messages to everyone.
ASHWAChain comprises of two layers, (i) the PoW Blockchain layer (PBL) and (ii) the Agreement
layer (AL). PBL is responsible for providing Sybil-resistant identities, and AL is responsible for maintaining consensus, i.e., fork-resolution and transaction confirmation.
2.1

Proof-of-Work Blockchain Layer (PBL)

The key insight behind PoW mechanisms is that the computational resources needed to solve cryptographic puzzles are not easily acquired and may not be scaled at will. In ASHWAChain, we leverage the
same to provide Sybil-resistant identities. PBL consists of a blockchain running a PoW protocol, similar
to Bitcoin. Each block at height i, i.e., bi , is of the form bi = ⟨h, d, x, p⟩. Here h = H(bi−1 ) is the hash of
previous block, d is the diﬀiculty of mining, x is the nonce, and p is the identity controlled by a miner
that will join the committee to become a validator.
2
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Once a miner mines a block b, PBL provides a proposeBlock(b) operation to interact with the
Agreement Layer (AL). Specifically, it proposes b to AL. Note that if more than one valid block is
proposed at the same time, then only one of them is accepted. Once b is accepted in AL, a commitBlock(b)
event is triggered in PBL for proposeBlock(b). Post this, the identity p in b joins the AL. All the miners
in PBL acknowledge the addition of this block. The updated chain is then considered to mine further
blocks, i.e., each miner stops mining the current block, chooses a different identity in the block if their
own block was accepted, and then continues to mine a new block.
2.2

Agreement Layer (AL)

AL is maintained by a committee of identities. We refer to the identities present in the committee as
validators. AL comprises a shared state which consists of PowChain, T , ComChain, TxChain, O
and B, which are defined later in this subsection and summarised in the Appendix (Table A.1). This
shared state is maintained by the committee of validators running SGMP [18] and PBFT [8] agreement
protocols, similar to PeerCensus [6]. The shared state can only be modified by three pre-determined
operations: powBlock(b), txBlock(t) and comBlock(c) which are defined later in Algorithm 1. For easy
reference, summary is provided in Appendix (Table A.2).
AL proceeds in epochs where each epoch consists of tepoch rounds. In ASHWAChain, a round is said
to be complete after each commit of the powBlock(b) operation (refer Algorithm 1). The committee is
updated after each epoch. The committee is of a fixed number of identities, nC = advRate × tepoch , where
advRate is a system parameter that determines the size of the committee based on epoch size.
The state ComChain stores a blockchain with each block c containing the list of validators. This
state is updated after each epoch with comBlock(c), as defined in Algorithm 1. The identities present in
the latest block of ComChain are considered as validators for the current epoch. These identities are the
same as those present in the latest nC blocks in the PowChain state, which stores the PoW blockchain
from PBL, and is updated with powBlock(b) operation (Algorithm 1).
A primary validator is selected to run the agreement protocol, formally presented in Appendix (Algorithm 2). In PowChain, for chain length l and blocks (b1 , . . . , bl−tepoch +1 , . . . , bl ), the identity in block
bl−tepoch +1 is considered the primary and in case of Byzantine behaviour, next block in the PowChain
will used to select the primary validator, using similar procedures as in PBFT. When the miners proceed
to the next round after b is committed in PowChain, the next validator in the committee is considered
as primary.
The agreement procedure for an identity p in the committee is explained as follows, formally presented
in Appendix (Algorithm 2). The Primary validator creates the necessary operation and broadcasts it to
the committee. The operation is then validated according to its pre-defined rule in Algorithm 1. Validators
wait to collect all the messages for a certain time according to network latency. Once the operation is
signed by a super-majority 3 of validators, they append this operation to operation log O. Post this, they
commit the operation according to its commit rule as defined in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 defines all the operations of the AL. Validation of any operation involves validating all
the signatures, transactions, and the block structure. The powBlock(b) operation is broadcasted by the
Primary validator after receiving the proposeBlock(b) request from a miner in the PBL layer. Then, b
is appended to the PowChain once this operation is committed. In txBlock(t) operation, t is the block
of transactions and each transaction is of the form tx = ⟨f rom, to, sign, coins, txF ee⟩, where f rom and
to are the addresses of sender and recipient, sign is the signature of the sender, coins is the number of
coins, and txF ee is the transaction fee. Once this operation is committed, all the transactions are applied
accordingly by updating the state B, which stores the Account Balances. Once all the transactions are
applied, the state T , which stores the list of validators (who signed the transactions for each tx) is
updated. Note that v is the validator address in Algorithm 1. Post this, Block Reward BR, and the
total transaction fee is distributed equally among the validators who signed the respective transactions.
Finally, the state TxChain, which stores the transaction blockchain, is updated by appending t to it.
In summary, Figure 1 provides the schematic representation of ASHWAChain.

3

ASHWAChain: Analysis

We now analyze the security and game-theoretic aspects of ASHWAChain. For this, we begin by defining
our adversary and player models.
3 2 rd
3
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Algorithm 1: Operations
Validate powBlock(b): begin
b∗ ← latest block in P owChain
if b is child of b∗ and b is valid then
return Valid
else
return Invalid

Commit powBlock(b): begin
Append powBlock(b) in O
Append b to PowChain

Validate comBlock(c): begin
if All tepoch identities in c match with the
PowChain and c is valid then
return Valid
else
return Invalid

Commit txBlock(t): begin
Append txBlock(t) to O
for tx ∈ t do
B(f rom) ← B(f rom) − coins
B(to) ← B(to) + coins

Validate txBlock(t): begin
if signatures and all txs are valid then
return Valid
else
return Invalid

Fig. 1: ASHWAChain overview at height i

Commit comBlock(c): begin
Append comBlock(c) in O
Append c to ComChain

Append the list of validators of t in T
for v ∈ T (t); nSig ←
Total signatures do
∑
Reward
B(v) ← B(v) + txF ee+Block
nSig
Append t to TxChain

Fig. 2: For a given αA , required nthreshold such that
the probability of the system not being in secure
state is 1/X

Adversary Model. We consider an adversary A controlling αA fraction of computational resources in
the network. The remaining resources are controlled by a meta entity H. The goal of the adversary is
to control more than nag identities, i.e., the minimum number of identities needed for agreement. As we
deploy PBFT to reach consensus, we have nag ≥ 23 nC + 1. Moreover, the probability of an adversary
joining the committee will be directly proportional to its computation power. Similar to [6], we analyze
ASHWAChain in its steady state, i.e., the number of validators and computational resources are governed
by their respective expected value.
Player Model. In ASHWAChain, we consider the miners to be strategic. Towards analyzing their
behavior at equilibrium, we consider three types of players:
H Honest. These players do not deviate from the defined protocol.
R Rational. These players follow the protocol if it yields the highest utility but may switch to alternative strategies, such as double spending, if they yield a higher utility.
B Byzantine. These players actively try to compromise the system, by trying to double spend etc.,
irrespective of the utilities they obtain.
As stated, the reward structure of any blockchain consensus protocol induces a game among the
participants. To analyze this we define the following notations: Consider a set of miners M = {1, . . . , m}.
Let each miner i’s strategy be si and its type be τi , where τi ∈ {H, R, B}. Note that, the strategy will
depend on the miner’s type. We have S = {s1 , . . . , sm } as the strategy vector and S−i as the vector
without player i. Let ri denote miner i’s reward. With this, ui (S, τi , ri ) represents a miner i’s utility from
its participation. In ASHWAChain, we game-theoretically analyze the player’s behavior at equilibrium
using the following notion.
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Definition 1 (Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE)). A strategy vector S ∗ = {s∗1 , . . . , s∗m } is said to
be a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE) if for every player i, it maximizes its expected utility ui (S ∗ , τi , ri )
i.e., ∀i ∈ M, ∀j,
[
]
∗
ES−i [ui (S ∗ , τi , ri )] ≥ ES−i ui (si , S−i
, τi , ri ) ; ∀si .
(1)
Intuitively, BNE states that on average it is the best response for a player to follow S ∗ , assuming
every other player is following it.
3.1

Security Analysis

We first analyze the security aspects of ASHWAChain. Our analysis relies on the standard assumption
of PBFT that the system will only work correctly if the number of adversary identities in the committee
is less then one third of the committee size. To capture this formally, we define the following.
Definition 2 (Secure State). The system is said to be in a secure state if nA , i.e., the number of
validators controlled by an adversary, is strictly less than 13 · nC .
Proposition 1. The system will be in a secure state with high probability depending on nthreshold and β
if (i) αA , the fraction of computational resources in the network controlled by the adversary A is upper
bounded by a fraction β and (ii) nC ≥ nthreshold , where nthreshold ∈ Z+ .
Proposition 1 follows with Definition 2. We provide the formal proof in Appendix (Section A.1).
Selecting nC . Observe that the probability of a miner being added to PBL is directly proportional to
αminer , i.e., the computational power it holds in the system. Consequently, we can model the probability
distribution of the identities that will be added to PBL as a binomial distribution [25]. We know that,
from Proposition 1, the system will not be in a secure state if the number of validators, nA , controlled
by the adversary are ≥ 31 · nC . Thus, the probability of the system not being in a secure state becomes
the binomial distribution of nA successes in nC independent experiments, with αA as the probability of
a each success4 . With this observation, Figure 2 shows the graph between nthreshold , i.e., the minimum
number of identities needed to ensure secure state with respect to αA for different probability guarantees.
More concretely, Figure 2 presents the threshold of the committee size required, for a given αA , such
that the probability with which the system is not in a secure state is 1/X, where X ∈ Z+ .
3.2

Scalability Analysis

ASHWAChain runs PBFT agreement protocol which has O(n2 ) time complexity where n is the number
of identities. Thus, the transaction throughput in our protocol will depend on nC . Yaqin et al. [27] show
that PBFT can scale up-to 200 TPS for 100 identities, where each transaction’s size is 50 bytes. We
remark that ASHWAChain provides strong consistency, i.e., a transaction is considered as irreversible
once it is accepted. This is in contrast to other cryptocurrencies running PoW and PoS protocols like
Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc., which need multiple block confirmations for block finality. As a result, the PBFT
agreement protocol is the computational bottleneck in ASHWAChain. Note that, the aforementioned
cryptocurrencies handle around 20 TPS. Committee-based blockchains like BitShares and DFINITY
handle around 18 and 40 TPS respectively. IOTA [11] uses a DAG-based protocol and handles up-to 50
TPS.
From our security analysis, if we consider αA = 0.18 fraction of the computational power controlled by
the adversary, then for nC = 90, the probability of the system being in a secure state will be greater than
1.44 × 10−4 (Figure 2). For this nC , ASHWAChain can support at-least 300 TPS, which is a significant
improvement over existing cryptocurrency protocols.
3.3

Equilibrium Analysis

Towards this, we assume that all rational players incur a cost κ > 0 if any malicious transaction block
is committed, similar to [26]. This assumption is based on the premise that the entire ecosystem of
the currency inflicts harm when an invalid block is accepted and, since rational players have invested
resources and possess a stake in the system, they must incur some cost depending on it. We also assume
that the objective of Byzantine players is to minimize the utility of the rational players and prevent
the protocol from achieving its goal, regardless of the cost they incur. With these assumptions, we
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Term
N
τi
ui
s1i
s2i
s3i
Si

Definition
Set of identities, {1, 2, . . . , nC }
Player i’s type, i.e.,τi ∈ {H, R, B}
Utility of player i; ui : τi × T R × S → R
Player i signs the transaction block without
validating
Player i signs the transaction block only if its
valid
Player i signs and proposes only invalid blocks
Set of pure strategies of players i, {s1i , s2i , s3i }

Term
cmine
cval
txF ee
κ
ϕ
ψ
BR
Pinvalid

Table 1: Game constituents

TR

Definition
The cost of mining a block
The cost to validate a tx
Average transaction fee
Cost incurred by rational players if invalid
block is accepted
Number of transactions in each block
Number of identities signing a block
Transaction Block reward
Belief probability of invalid block being accepted, Pinvalid : N nC × Si → [0, 1]
ee+BR
Total reward gained, ϕ·txF ψ

Table 2: Relevant Notations

model a game between honest, rational and Byzantine players’ identities in the committee, defined as:
Γ = ⟨N, (τi ), (Si ), (ui )⟩. Table 1 and Table 2 comprises the notations used in our analysis.
Note that Pinvalid (N, s∗i ) is player i’s belief that an invalid block is accepted after it follows s∗i . Honest
and Byzantine players will always follow s2i and s3i , respectively. Hence we only consider rational players’
behavior and therefore their equilibrium strategies. The expected utilities of a rational player i for one
round are as follows:
cmine
− Pinvalid (N, s1i ) · κ
(nC − tepoch )

(2)

ϕ · cval
cmine
−
− Pinvalid (N, s2i ) · κ
ψ
(nC − tepoch )

(3)

ui (·, T R, s1i ) = T R −
ui (·, T R, s2i ) = T R −

In a committee of nC identities, let nH , nR , and nB be number of honest, rational and Byzantine
players’ identities respectively. Trivially, nC = nH +nR +nB . We use BNE for analysis, as we have a static
game with asymmetric information. As stated, the minimum number of identities needed for agreement
are nag . As we use PBFT, we have, nag = 23 nC + 1. Our analysis relies on the standard assumption that
the system will only work correctly if nH + nR ≥ nag , i.e., nB < nC − nag .
Claim 1. For every rational player’s identity i, its belief regarding the probability of an invalid block
being accepted will be more if it signs a block without validating, as compared to when it validates and
then signs, i.e., δ = Pinvalid (N, s1i ) > Pinvalid (N, s2i ) s.t. δ > 0.
Intuitively, Claim 1 follows from the fact that the chance of an invalid block being accepted is more
if a rational player decides not to validate a block before signing the block. This is because the size of
the committee, N , is finite. We present the formal proof in the Appendix (Section A.2).
Theorem 1. In ASHWAChain, if (i) nB < nC − nag and (ii) ϕ ≤ κ·ψδ
cval , then for every rational player
∗
2
1
2
i, si = si is a BNE. Here, δ = Pinvalid (N, si ) − Pinvalid (N, si ) s.t. δ > 0.
Theorem 1 follows from Claim 1 and by observing that (3) is greater than (2) when ϕ ≤ κ·ψδ
cval . The
formal proof is provided in the Appendix (Section A.3). However, in a special case where nH ≥ nag ,
S ∗ = (s1i ) is the BNE for rational players where only valid blocks are accepted.

4

Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a blockchain consensus protocol, namely ASHWAChain that provides strong
consistency and high scalability, by using a committee-based system for consensus (Section 2). Our
security analysis shows that the system is in a secure state (Section 3.2), with high probability (Figure 2). Lastly, we proved that under certain assumptions on the protocol parameters, there exists a
Bayesian Nash Equilibrium in which the rational players validate the transactions before signing any
block (Theorem 1).

4

For additional details, we refer the reader to Section A.1
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Appendix

A

Proofs

In this section, we restate and present formal proofs of the results presented in the main paper.
A.1

Proposition 1 Proof

Proposition. The system will be in a secure state with high probability depending on nthreshold and β
if (i) αA , the fraction of computational resources in the network controlled by the adversary A is upper
bounded by a fraction β and (ii) nC ≥ nthreshold , where nthreshold ∈ Z+ .
Proof. Since we consider PBFT, Byzantine identities should be strictly less than one-third of total
identities, i.e., nB < 13 · nC , for the system to work correctly. We know that, the probability that a
miner mines a block is directly proportional to its fraction of computational power in the system, i.e.,
P rob(Miner to mine a block) ∝ αminer . This follows by observing that the size of the committee, i.e.,
nC is finite. Let X be the discrete random variable denoting the number of validators controlled by the
adversary and consider the following binomial distribution to derive the probability of the number of
validators controlled by the adversary A to be,
f (k, nC , αA ) = P r(k; nC , αA ) = P r(X = k) = (nk C )(αA )k (1 − αA )(nC −k)
Now consider the following Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
F (x) = P r(X ≤ x).
Note that,
· nC ) gives the probability that the system is in a secure state, i.e. nA < 13 · nC , which
depends on the value of nC and αA from the binary distribution. This proves the proposition.
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A.2

Claim 1 Proof

Claim. In ASHWAChain, for every rational player’s identity i, its belief regarding the probability of an
invalid block being accepted will be more if it signs a block without validating, as compared to when it
validates and then signs, i.e., δ = Pinvalid (N, s1i ) > Pinvalid (N, s2i ) s.t. δ > 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, for the proof we consider a rational player i. Let Pinvalid (N, s1i ) = k1
and Pinvalid (N, s2i ) = k2 s.t. 0 < k1 , k2 < 1. In the event when player i plays the strategy s1i , i.e., signs
the block without validating, its belief regarding an invalid block being accepted can only increase. This
follows by observing that the size of the committee, i.e., nC is finite. Thus, player i not validating a block
will directly imply that the chance of an invalid block being accepted will be more, i.e., k1 > k2 . Now,
Pinvalid (N, s1i ) − Pinvalid (N, s2i ) = k1 − k2
= δ > 0.
This proves the claim.
A.3

Theorem 1 Proof

Theorem. In ASHWAChain, if
(i) nB < nC − nag and (ii) ϕ ≤ κ·ψδ
cval ,
then for every rational player i, such that s∗i = s2i is BNE. Here, δ = Pinvalid (N, s1i ) > Pinvalid (N, s2i )
s.t. δ > 0.
Proof. The condition nB < nC − nag should be true for PBFT to work correctly. For s∗i = s2i to be a
BNE for every rational player i, ui (R, s1i ) ≤ ui (R, s2i ) should satisfy according to Equation 1. On solving
this condition using equations 2 and 3 we get,
κ · (Pinvalid (N, s1i ) − Pinvalid (N, s2i )) ≥

ϕ · cval
.
ψ

Substituting (Pinvalid (N, s1i ) − Pinvalid (N, s2i )) as δ, where δ ∈ R+ following from Claim 1, we get our
result for the value of ϕ as:
κ · ψδ
ϕ≤
.
cval

ASHWAChain
Name
State
PowChain Proof of Work Blockchain
T
List of transaction validators
ComChain
Committee Blockchain
TxChain
Transaction Blockchain
O
Operation Log
B
Account Balances
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Name
Operation
powBlock(b)
Adds PoW block b to PowChain
txBlock(t)
Adds transaction block t to T
comBlock(c) Adds committee block c to ComChain

Table A.2: Shared state operations

Table A.1: Shared state constituents

B

Notations

For readability, Table A.1 and Table A.2 summarize some of the notations presented in the main paper.

C

Algorithms

In this section, we formally present the algorithms used in the main paper.
Algorithm 2: Agreement for identity p
begin
if p = Primary then
Creates any operation and broadcasts
else
Validate operation, sign and broadcast
wait(LatencyT ime)
if signed by super-majority then
Append operation to O
Commit operation according to its commit rule
else
Nothing is committed, RESET

